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Abstract

This chapter discusses extensions of out-of-sample predictive ability testing to environments

in which the predictive ability of a forecast model could depend on observables or be time-

varying. The main focus is on pairwise comparisons of nested or non-nested models, but I men-

tion how the techniques can be adapted to detect and predict a model�s forecast breakdowns.

I emphasize the practical implementation of the techniques, brie�y discuss the underlying as-

sumptions, and �nally touch upon the implications of out-of-sample predictive ability testing

for forecast selection.
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1 Introduction

This chapter discusses out-of-sample evaluation based on assessing the conditional predictive ability

of forecasting models, which stands in contrast to the notion of unconditional predictive ability

testing, discussed in a separate chapter in this volume. With some poetic licence, I will here

interpret the word "conditional" to mean any approach in the literature that has gone beyond

assessing the forecasting performance of models on average. The common thread that unites the

papers discussed in this chapter is the argument that focusing solely on the average, or global,

performance of a model may result in a loss of information and possibly lead to incorrect forecast

selection decisions. Most of the discussion will focus on the problem of comparing the performance of

two competing forecasts, but I will also point out some extensions to di¤erent testing environments.

To illustrate the main ideas in the chapter, consider a simple example of a forecaster who

wants to assess the relative performance of two competing models for in�ation. Say model f

uses predictor Z (so that Inft = �Zt�1 + error) and model g uses predictor W (i.e., Inft =

Wt�1+ error): Suppose the forecaster has a sample of T = 100 monthly observations for in�ation

and the predictors: An out-of-sample evaluation procedure involves pretending that the forecaster

could go back in time to, say, month 30; and use the two models to produce one-month-ahead

forecasts for the remaining P = 70 months. The forecaster would �rst estimate the two models

over the initial R = 30 observations and use the estimates to produce two competing forecasts

for month 31: She would then compare the two forecasts to the actual realization of the variable

at month 31 and compute the loss incurred by each forecast. For a quadratic loss, this would

give L1;f = e21;f and L1;g = e21;g; where e1;f and e1;g are the forecast errors, given by e1;f =

Inf31 � b�1Z30 and e1;g = Inf31 � b1W30; and b�1 and b1 are (e.g. OLS) estimates based on the
initial 30 observations in the sample: The �rst out-of-sample relative performance of the models
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is then given by �L1 = L1;f � L1;g: The following month (month 31), the forecaster has several

options for producing forecasts for month 32: She can decide not to re-estimate the models and base

the forecasts on the initial estimates of � and ; b�1 and b1 (what is know as a "�xed forecasting
scheme"), or instead update the estimates of the parameters to account for the new information

that has become available in the meantime. This involves re-estimating the models on either an

expanding sample including observations 1 to 31 ("recursive forecasting scheme") or keeping the

sample size �xed at R = 30 and estimating the model using only the most recent R observations,

that is, observations 2 to 31 ("rolling forecasting scheme"). The relative performance of the models

at time 32 is computed as �L2 = (Inf32 � b�2Z31)2 � (Inf32 � b2W31)
2: This procedure is then

iterated to obtain a sequence of P = 70 out-of-sample loss di¤erences f�LtgPt=1 :

The goal of predictive ability testing is to analyze the properties of the time series of out-

of-sample loss di¤erences, while appropriately taking into account the fact that �Lt depends on

parameters estimated over a sequence of samples that are di¤erent from the sample used for the

evaluation. For example, a test of equal unconditional predictive ability (e.g., Diebold and Mariano,

1995 and West, 1996) addresses the question of whether the models performed equally well on

average over the out-of-sample period, which is equivalent to testing whether the loss di¤erences

have mean zero.

The starting point of conditional predictive ability testing is to �rst acknowledge that an un-

conditional predictive ability test is a t-test of the hypothesis H0 : � = 0 in the regression

�Lt = �+ "t: (1)

It is then easy to see that the simple model (1) could be generalized in several directions. One

could for example ask whether there is any information available at the time the forecasts are

made, above and beyond past average performance, that can explain the relative performance of
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the models. To answer this question, Giacomini and White (2006) consider the regression (e.g., for

one-step-ahead forecasts):

�Lt = �
0Xt�1 + "t; (2)

where Xt�1 contains a constant and other variables that may help explain di¤erences in predictive

ability between two models, such as lags of �Lt (capturing persistence in relative predictive ability)

or business cycle indicators (suggesting that the relative performance may di¤er in di¤erent states

of the economy). A test for equal conditional predictive ability is then a test of H0 : � = 0 in (2).

Another way to generalize (1) is to consider the possibility that the relative performance of the

models may be changing over time. To capture this, Giacomini and Rossi (in press, 2009b) consider

the simple local level model

�Lt = �t + "t; (3)

and propose tests of the hypothesis that the models have equal forecast performance at all points

in time, H0 : �t = 0 for all t. These include a test of H0 against a general pattern of time variation

in the relative performance under the alternative hypothesis and a test designed for the speci�c

alternative that there is a one-time change in relative performance at an unknown point in the

sample.

In the remainder of this chapter, I will discuss in greater detail these two generalizations, point

out the econometric challenges they present and how they have been addressed in the literature,

and consider some extensions to testing environments that move beyond the comparison of two

models.
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2 When are the techniques applicable?

Before delving into the details of the methodology, it is worthwhile to discuss the applicability of

the techniques presented in this chapter. One of the common elements of the tests considered here

is that they are derived in an asymptotic environment with growing out-of-sample size, whereas the

in-sample size is assumed to remain �xed. This asymptotic framework was introduced by Giacomini

andWhite (2006) as a way to overcome some of the di¢ culties that arise in an asymptotic framework

with growing in-sample size (e.g. that utilized by West, 1996 and Clark and McCracken, 2001),

such as the di¤erent distributions obtained for nested and non-nested models.

The practical implication of adopting the asymptotic approximation of Giacomini and White

(2006) is that the resulting tests are valid under general conditions, in particular allowing for

both nested and non-nested models, but they rule out the use of a recursive forecasting scheme in

producing the out-of-sample forecasts. A natural question to ask is whether the generalizations (2)

and (3) could also be obtained in the context of the asymptotic framework of West (1996) and Clark

and McCracken (2001), which permits all forecasting schemes (recursive, rolling and �xed). The

short answer is that this could in principle be done, but only for non-nested comparisons between

the models and estimation procedures considered by West (1996), and provided the test statistics

are modi�ed to re�ect the possible contribution of estimation uncertainty along the lines suggested

by West (1996).

As in the case of unconditional predictive ability testing, the forecaster must take into account

the trade-o¤ that exists between these di¤erent sets of restrictions (allowing all forecasting schemes

but ruling out nested comparisons versus allowing nested and non-nested comparisons but ruling

out a recursive forecasting scheme). See the chapter by Clark and McCracken in this volume for

a more in-depth discussion of these issues, including results on the �nite-sample performance of
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the two approximations, and Section 2.1 of Giacomini and White (2006) for some insight into the

di¤erent "philosophical" motivations behind the two approaches.

3 Econometric methodology

3.1 Environment and notation

We assume that a researcher has divided a sample of size T into an in-sample portion of size R

and an out-of-sample portion of size P , and obtained two competing sequences of h�step ahead

out-of-sample forecasts for the scalar variable of interest, Yt; following the procedure described in

the Introduction. The forecasts can be point, volatility, interval, probability or density forecasts.

The parameters of the models, collected in the vector b�t�h;R; are either estimated only once, using
a sample including data indexed 1; :::; R (�xed scheme) or re-estimated at each out-of-sample point

t = R + h; :::; T using a window of R data including data indexed t � h � R + 1; :::; t � h (rolling

scheme). All standard parametric, nonparametric and Bayesian estimation procedures are allowed

(provided they don�t violate the assumptions of Giacomini and White, 2006).

For a loss function L; we thus have a sequence of P out-of-sample forecast loss di¤erences

for the two models, f�LtgTt=R+h �
n
L(1)(Yt;b�t�h;R)� L(2)(Yt;b�t�h;R)oT

t=R+h
. The framework al-

lows for general loss functions. Examples of loss functions for point forecasts are: (i) (quadratic)

L (Yt; ft�h) = (Yt � ft�h)2 ; (ii) (absolute error) L (Yt; ft�h) = jYt�ft�hj; (iii) (lin-lin) L (Yt; ft�h) =

(�� 1 (Yt � ft�h < 0)) (Yt � ft�h) for � 2 (0; 1) ; (iv) (linex) L (Yt; ft�h) = exp (a (Yt � ft�h)) �

a (Yt � ft�h)�1 for a 2 R; (v) (direction-of-change) L (Yt; ft�h) = 1 fsign(Yt � Yt�h) 6= sign(ft�h � Yt�h)g :

For conditional variance forecasts, we have, e.g.,: (i) L (Yt; ft�h) =
�
log(Y 2t )� log (ft�h)

�2
; (ii)

L (Yt; ft�h) =
�
Y 2t
ft�h

� 1
�2
; (iii) L (Yt; ft�h) = log (ft�h)+

Y 2t
ft�h

. For probability forecasts, a typical

loss function is the Brier score L (Yt; ft�h) = (ft�h � It)2 ; where It = 1 if the event occurred and
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is 0 otherwise. Finally, for density forecasts, we have, e.g., L (Yt; ft�h) = log ft�h (Yt) : For further

discussion on loss functions for forecast evaluation see, e.g., Diebold and Lopez (1996), Amisano and

Giacomini (2007), Giacomini and Komunjer (2006), Leitch and Tanner (1991) and West, Edison

and Cho (1993).

3.2 Testing conditional predictive ability

The central idea of conditional predictive ability testing (Giacomini and White, 2006) is to ask

whether one could use available information - above and beyond past average behavior - to predict

which of two competing forecasts will be more accurate in the future. This in practice amounts

to testing whether the out-of-sample relative performance of the models is predictable using the

information available at the time the forecasts are made, i.e., whether

H0 : E [�Ltj
t�h] = 0: (4)

The test is implemented by �rst selecting a k� dimensional vector Xt�h of elements from

the information set 
t�h; which includes a constant as well as lags of �Lt; leading indicators,

and/or other economic variables that could be possible predictors of the relative performance of

the models under analysis. One would then estimate the following regression over the P out-of-

sample observations:

�Lt = �
0Xt�h + "t; t = R+ h; :::; T (5)

and test whether H0 : � = 0 by constructing a Wald test statistic

W = P
�b��0 b��1 �b�� ; (6)

and rejecting the null hypothesis of equal conditional predictive ability for con�dence level � when-

ever W exceeds the 1�a quantile of a �2k distribution. The asymptotic variance estimator b� in (6)
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is a HAC estimator with a truncation parameter h� 1; which re�ects the fact that under the null

hypothesis (4) the loss di¤erences have non-zero autocorrelation up to lag h� 1.

A formal justi�cation for the test (6) is given by Theorem 3 of Giacomini and White (2006). The

theorem essentially shows that, in an environment where the in-sample size R remains �nite as the

out-of-sample size P grows to in�nity, one can perform standard OLS inference based on Central

Limit Theorems and Laws of Large Numbers because the dependent variable �Lt inherits the time

series properties of the underlying data (i.e., it is mixing). The non-vanishing estimation uncertainty

created by this asymptotic environment also implies that the in-sample parameter estimates b�t�h;R
do not converge to their probability limits. This convergence is instead the source of several

complications in the framework of West (1996) and Clark and McCracken (2001), including the

fact that b� would typically need to be adjusted to account for estimation uncertainty and the fact
that the test statistic has a non-standard distribution when the models are nested. In our case,

instead, b� is the standard HAC estimator computed by any regression software and the test is

applicable to both nested and non-nested comparisons.

Note that the general framework considered above nests a test of equal unconditional predictive

ability, which is simply obtained as a t-test on the intercept in (5) and coincides exactly with a

Diebold and Mariano (1995) test.

3.3 Testing time-varying predictive ability

Rather than trying to relate the di¤erences in predictive ability to observables, one could instead

move beyond global measures of predictive ability by considering tests that are based on the local

(in time) relative performance of the forecast models. The simplest example of this is to consider

a local level model for the loss di¤erences:

�Lt = �t + "t; t = R+ h; :::; T; (7)
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and construct a test of the hypothesis of equal performance at every point in time:

H0 : �t = 0 for all t: (8)

Giacomini and Rossi (in press, 2009b) discuss how to estimate �t and propose several tests of

(8). We consider two examples here, which correspond to di¤erent patterns of time variation in

relative performance under the alternative hypothesis, namely a "smooth" change or a one-time

change at an unknown date.

Figure 15.1 below gives the intuition behind the two di¤erent approaches and the corresponding

tests. The �gure is from an application in Giacomini and Rossi (in press) to the Dollar/British

pound exchange rate, which revisits the well-known Meese and Rogo¤ (1983a, 1983b) "puzzle"

that forecasts based on economic fundamentals (such as those implied by the Uncovered Interest

Rate Parity theory) are typically no more accurate than atheoretical random walk forecasts. The

solid line in the �gure represents a nonparametric estimator of the relative performance of the two

models for a quadratic loss, normalized by its standard deviation (a negative value indicating that

the random walk is more accurate). This sample path is the test statistic for what Giacomini

and Rossi (in press) call a "Fluctuation test" of (8), and the dotted line is the critical value for

the test. The dashed line is an alternative estimator of the time path of relative performance

implied by a "One-time reversal" test of (8), which, in case of rejection, estimates the change date

and the expected performance before and after this date. Regardless of whether one postulates

a smooth or discontinuous pattern of time variation, both tests reach the conclusion that the

forecast performance of the economic model has deteriorated over time, and that the random walk

forecasts have been consistently more accurate in recent years. In contrast, a full-sample Diebold

and Mariano (1995)-type of test would average the loss di¤erence over the whole out-of-sample

period, and would thus hide such a reversal in relative performance and reach the wrong conclusion
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that the two models performed equally well.

INSERT FIGURE 15.1 HERE

The two approaches can be viewed as building upon two strands of the literature on structural

break testing: the CUSUM-type of test of e.g., Brown, Durbin and Evans (1975), Ploberger and

Kramer (1992) and Chu, Hornik and Kuan (1995) on the one hand and the one-time break ap-

proaches of Andrews (1993) and Bai (1997) on the other hand. The important distinctions here

are that we analyze stability of out-of-sample loss di¤erences instead of model�s parameters and

that we are testing a joint null hypothesis of equal and constant performance (in this respect, the

one-time reversal test is related to Rossi, 2005).

The following sections discuss the two approaches to estimation and testing of time-varying

relative performance. It may be worth pointing out that the procedures below use the same input

- i.e., the out-of-sample sequence of loss di¤erences - of a full-sample Diebold and Mariano (1995)-

type of test, and the additional computation cost required is minimal (they essentially involve

computing averages of the loss di¤erences over subsamples instead of over the whole sample).

3.3.1 Smooth change in relative performance and the Fluctuation test

If the relative performance of the models is thought to change smoothly over time, a natural way

to estimate �t is by a kernel-based estimator. A simple and computationally convenient example is

obtained by choosing the rectangular kernel, which corresponds to computing a sequence of average

losses over rolling windows of size m (assuming for simplicity that m is even):

b�t = m�1
t+m=2�1X
j=t�m=2

�Lj ; t = R+ h+m=2; :::; T �m=2 + 1: (9)

As a �rst step in the analysis, a plot of b�t over time is a useful visual tool for uncovering possible
patterns of time variation in relative performance. In order to perform asymptotic inference about
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�t; and in particular test its constancy over time, one could resort to the standard nonparametric

approximation obtained by letting the bandwidth m=P go to zero at an appropriate rate as m;P !

1: Giacomini and Rossi (2009b) show that in this framework one could in principle use the uniform

con�dence bands derived by Wu and Zhao (2007) to devise a test of equal and constant relative

performance. Unfortunately the Monte Carlo experiment in Giacomini and Rossi (2009b) suggests

that such con�dence bands have poor �nite samples properties, and therefore I do not report them

here, nor recommend their use.

A test of equal and constant performance that has good �nite sample properties can instead be

obtained by using a non-standard asymptotic approximation, which assumes the bandwidth m=P

to be �xed as m;P !1. The caveat of adopting this �xed-bandwidth approximation is that b�t is
no longer a consistent estimator of �t; but it instead consistently estimates a "smoothed" measure

of the local performance, given by ��t = m
�1Pt+m=2�1

j=t�m=2 E [�Lj ] ; t = R+ h+m=2; :::; T �m=2+ 1:

The modi�ed null hypothesis

H0 : �
�
t = 0 for all t (10)

is then tested by considering the sequence of test statistics

Ft = b��1m�1=2
t+m=2�1X
j=t�m=2

�Lj ; t = R+ h+m=2; :::; T �m=2 + 1; (11)

where b�2 is a HAC estimator of �2 = var �P�1=2PT
j=R+h�Lj

�
, e.g.,

b�2 = q�1X
j=�q+1

(1� jj=qj)P�1
TX

t=R+h

�Lt�Lt�j ; (12)

and q is an appropriately chosen bandwidth (see e.g., Andrews, 1991 and Newey and West, 1987)

and rejecting when maxt jFtj > k�; where k� solves Pr
n
sup�

���[B (� + �=2)� B (� � �=2)] =p���� > k�o =
�; t = [�P ] ; m = [�P ] and B (�) is a standard univariate Brownian motion. Simulated values of

(�; k�) for both one-sided and two-sided hypotheses are reported in Table 15.1 below for various

choices of the bandwidth �:
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INSERT TABLE 15.1 HERE

The justi�cation for the Fluctuation test is given by Proposition 1 of Giacomini and Rossi

(2009a).

3.3.2 One-time change in relative performance and the One-time Reversal test

Here we consider a test of equal forecasting ability that detects situations in which there is a

one-time change in relative performance. Some of the advantages of this approach relative to the

Fluctuation test are that, if the null hypothesis is rejected, it is possible to evaluate whether the

rejection is due to instabilities in the relative performance or to one of the models being globally

more accurate than its competitor. Further, if instability is found, it is possible to estimate the

time of the change in relative performance and plot the corresponding path of time variation, as

shown in Figure 15.1.

The test involves the following steps:

(i) Construct the test statistic QLR = supt� (t) ; t 2 f[0:15P ] ; ::: [0:85P ]g ; � (t) = LM1 +

LM2 (t) ; where

LM1 = b��2P�1
24 TX
j=R+h

�Lj

352 (13)

LM2 (t) = b��2P�1 (t=P )�1 (1� t=P )�1 [ tX
j=R+h

�Lj

� (t=P )
TX

j=R+h

�Lj ]
2;

and b�2 is as in (12). Reject the null hypothesis H0 : E [�Lt] = 0;for every t = R + h; :::; T when
QLR > k�; where (�; k�) are, e.g., (0:01; 13:4811) ; (0:05; 9:8257) and (0:10; 8:1379) :

(ii) If the null is rejected, compare LM1 and supt LM2 (t) ; t 2 f[0:15P ] ; ::: [0:85P ]g ; with the

following critical values: (3:84; 8:85) for � = 0:05; (2:71; 7:17) for � = 0:10, and (6:63; 12:35) for
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a = 0:01: If only LM1 rejects then there is evidence in favor of the hypothesis that one model is

constantly better than its competitor. If only LM2 rejects, then there is evidence that there are

instabilities in the relative performance of the two models but neither is constantly better over the

full sample. If both reject, then it is not possible to attribute the rejection to a unique source.

(iii) Estimate the time of the break by t� = argmaxt2f0:15P;:::;0:85Pg LM2 (t).

(iv) Estimate the path of relative performance as

8>><>>:
1
t�
Pt�

j=R+h�Lj ; for t � t�

1
(P�t�)

PT
j=t�+1�Lj ; for t > t

�
:

The justi�cation for the procedure is in Proposition 3 of Giacomini and Rossi (in press).

It is easy to see how this procedure could be extended to a scenario with multiple changes in

relative performance under the alternative hypothesis, for example by proceeding along the lines

of Bai and Perron (1998).

3.4 Extensions to di¤erent testing problems

Before concluding the chapter, I will discuss some extensions of the conditional predictive ability

testing framework to testing environments that are di¤erent from the comparison of two forecasting

models.

Giacomini and Rossi (2009a) focus on the case of one model and suggest testing for a forecast

breakdown, which is a situation in which the out-of-sample forecasting performance of the model

is signi�cantly worse than its in-sample performance, as a test of how well the model adapts to

changes in the economy. Besides proposing a forecast breakdown test, the paper also shows how

the conditional predictive ability testing framework (2) can be used to test whether future forecast

breakdowns are predictable using current information. The only practical di¤erence with what we
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have discussed so far is in the de�nition of the dependent variable and the asymptotic variance used

to construct the test. It is also worth emphasizing that all forecasting schemes (rolling, recursive

and �xed) are allowed for this procedure.

The test for forecast breakdown predictability is obtained as follows. For a loss function L

and forecast horizon h; �rst construct a sequence of P out-of-sample surprise losses SLt = Lt �

Lt�h for t = R + h; :::; T; where Lt�h is the average loss computed over the in-sample period

(which depends on the forecasting scheme used, that is, Lt�h = 1
R

PR
j=1 Lj for the �xed scheme,

Lt�h =
1
t�h

Pt�h
j=1 Lj for the recursive scheme and Lt�h =

1
R

Pt�h
j=t�h�R+1 Lj for the rolling scheme).

Then select a k�dimensional vector Xt�h (including a constant and e.g., lagged surprise losses,

economically meaningful variables such as business cycle leading indicators, measures of stock

market volatility, interest rates etc.) and estimate the regression

SLt = �0 + �
0
1Xt�h + "t (14)

by OLS over the out-of-sample period t = R+h; : : : ; T . To test whether � =

0BB@ �0

�1

1CCA = 0, consider

the test statisticW = P b�0
̂�1b�; and reject the null hypothesis at the �% con�dence level whenever
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W is greater than the (1� �)� th quantile of a �2k distribution, where 
̂ is given by:

b
 =

0BB@ �SeLeL +X 0
S�1eX eXS eXeL; eXeLS�1eX eXX �X 0

S�1eX eXS eXeL; eXeLS�1eX eX
�S�1eX eXS eXeL; eXeLS�1eX eXX S�1eX eXS eXeL; eXeLS�1eX eX

1CCA ; (15)

Forecasting scheme �

Fixed 1 + P
R

Rolling, P < R 1� 1
3

�
P
R

�2
Rolling, P � R 2

3
R
P

Recursive 1

X = P�1
T�hX
t=R

eXt; eXt = Xt � P�1 T�hX
j=R

Xj ; eLt = Lt � P�1 T�hX
j=R

Lj

S eX eX � P�1
T�hX
t=R

eXt eX 0
t + P

�1
qX
j=1

(1� jj=qj)
T�hX
t=R+j

� eXt eX 0
t�j + eXt�j eX 0

t

�
;

S eXeL;eL � P�1
T�hX
t=R

eXteL2t + P�1 qX
j=1

(1� jj=qj)
T�hX
t=R+j

� eXteLteLt�j + eXt�j eLt�j eLt� ;
S eXeL; eXeL � P�1

T�hX
t=R

eXt eX 0
t
eL2t + P�1 qX

j=1

(1� jj=qj)
T�hX
t=R+j

� eXteLteLt�j eX 0
t�j + eXt�j eLt�j eLt eX 0

t

�
;

SeLeL = P�1
T�hX
t=R

eL2t + 2P�1 qX
j=1

(1� jj=qj)
T�hX
t=R+j

eLteLt�j ;

where the truncation lag q in the HAC estimators above is appropriately chosen (e.g., as in Andrews,

1991 or Newey and West, 1987). Proposition 7 of Giacomini and Rossi (2009a) proves the validity

of the test.

If the hypothesis that � = 0 is rejected by the test, one would conclude that the model expe-

rienced a forecast breakdown (meaning that its expected performance based on in-sample �t was

not indicative of its out-of-sample forecast performance) and that therefore (14) could be used to
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predict future forecast breakdowns.

As a �nal comment, I will point out that equation (14) could also be interpreted as a forecast

rationality regression by letting L(e) = e in the de�nition of SLt; where e is the forecast error.

For this case, b
 in (15) then represents the asymptotic variance estimator to be used in forecast
rationality test, which appropriately corrects for the contribution of in-sample parameter estimation

uncertainty (interestingly, notice that a correction is only required for the standard error of the

intercept).

4 Decision rules for forecast selection

The discussion has so far mostly focused on testing the hypothesis that two competing models

are indistinguishable from the standpoint of their forecast performance. A natural question to ask

next is what to do if the null hypothesis of equal performance is rejected, which is linked to the

practically relevant issue of how to use out-of-sample predictive ability testing for forecast selection.

The di¤erent approaches to predictive ability testing have di¤erent implications for model se-

lection. In the case of unconditional predictive ability testing (i.e., �Lt = �+ "t), rejection of the

null H0 : � = 0 suggests choosing the model with the smallest average out-of-sample forecast loss.

This procedure is justi�ed by the implicit assumption that the expected relative performance of

the models � is constant over time, and therefore if one �nds that a model was more accurate in

the past, it can be assumed that the model will continue to be more accurate in the future and

should therefore be used for forecasting.

In a conditional predictive ability framework (i.e., �Lt = �0Xt�1 + "t), rejection of the null

H0 : � = 0 implies that the future relative performance of the models is predictable using current

information, which suggests the following simple decision rule for choosing at time T a forecasting
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model for time T + 1: choose the second model if b�0XT > 0 and the �rst model otherwise. This

rule can be extended to the h-step forecast horizon in a straightforward manner by considering the

regression �Lt = �0Xt�h + "t: As for the case of unconditional predictive ability, the underlying

assumption is that � is constant over time. Section 6.4 of Giacomini and White (2006) evaluates the

usefulness of such a decision rule in the context of an application to forecasting industrial production

using several methods for forecasting in a data-rich environment, including factor models and

Bayesian shrinkage. They �nd that in almost all cases a forecast obtained by recursively applying

the decision rule to select the best forecast for the next period behaves at least as well as a decision

rule that always uses one of the two forecasts.

Model selection decisions becomes more challenging once we relax the assumption of constant

relative performance, or constant coe¢ cients in the conditional predictive ability regression. Going

back to the case of Figure 15.1, for example, if there was a reversal in the relative performance of the

models so that one model became consistently more accurate towards the end of the sample, this

model should probably be preferred by a forecaster who stands at the end of the sample. The tone

is intentionally cautious here because in a world with arbitrary instability in relative performance

it is not in principle guaranteed that the model that performed best at the end of the sample will

continue to do so in the future. This is an analogous problem to that faced by the majority of the

literature on structural breaks, which typically focuses on testing for breaks that have occurred in

the past, and has little to say about the likelihood of future breaks. There are a few contributions

in the literature that propose methods for forecasting in the presence of breaks in the parameters

of a model (e.g., Pesaran, Pettenuzzo and Timmermann, 2006, Koop and Potter, 2007, Maheu and

Gordon, 2008; see also the chapter by Mike Clements and David Hendry in this volume) and it is

possible that the approaches developed in this literature could be adapted to the di¤erent problem

of forecasting which of two competing models will be more accurate in the future, when there are
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breaks in the models�relative performance.

5 Conclusion and open research questions

This chapter has reviewed some developments in the forecast evaluation literature that have moved

beyond comparing the relative performance of forecasting models on average. The key idea behind

these contributions is the acknowledgement that there probably is more to be learned from the time

series of out-of-sample loss di¤erences than simply whether it has a zero mean. For example, it is

plausible to assume that there is a certain degree of persistence in the performance of models, or

that the relative performance depends on underlying economic conditions. Constructing an ARMA-

type of model for the loss di¤erences, possibly with explanatory variables, is therefore the natural

starting point of an analysis of conditional predictive ability, but more sophisticated modeling

approaches readily present themselves (e.g., modeling non-linearity in relative performance through

smooth-transition autoregressions or Markov-regime switching models). In principle, one could

consider applying the full arsenal of standard time-series modeling techniques to the time series

of loss di¤erences, hoping to gain a better understanding of what a¤ects the relative forecast

performance of models and possibly �nd regularities in the data that can be exploited to select the

best forecasting model. The main econometric challenge to overcome here is the fact that the time

series of loss di¤erences is the result of a pseudo out-of-sample forecasting exercise, and therefore

depends in a complicated, non-linear way on in-sample data and parameter estimates. To put it in

somewhat informal terms, the main insight of Giacomini and White (2006) was to point out that

such dependence can be disregarded and the loss di¤erences treated as "data" as long as they are

obtained by a rolling or �xed window forecasting scheme. Within this asymptotic approximation

it is thus relatively straightforward to extend the basic linear model (2) considered by Giacomini
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and White (2006) in several, more complex directions.

Even though the Giacomini and White (2006) asymptotic approximation o¤ers many advan-

tages, it also has some drawbacks. One of the main shortcomings of the �xed in-sample size

assumption, besides the fact that it rules out the recursive window scheme, is that the conclusions

will depend on the particular choice of window size. Since it is di¢ cult in this �nite-sample en-

vironment to use standard asymptotic arguments to select the window size optimally, much work

remains to be done in order to fully understand how to best select in-sample and out-of-sample

windows in practical applications.

Another question that has been relatively unexplored in the literature is how to deal with unit

roots in the data and/or the loss di¤erences (all the results here were derived under the assumption

that the out-of-sample loss di¤erences satisfy Central Limit Theorems and Functional Central Limit

Theorems).

One further criticism that could be made about this literature as a whole is that it has been

relatively silent about the motivation behind the use of out-of-sample testing, as opposed to con-

ventional in-sample testing and model selection. See Inoue and Kilian (2006) for a discussion of

these issues.

Finally, what I view as one of the biggest remaining challenges for the literature on forecast

evaluation is the issue of how to evaluate and select forecasting models in the presence of structural

instability. The Fluctuation and One-time Reversal tests discussed in this chapter are a simple and

useful starting point for understanding how instability a¤ects the relative performance of models,

and it should be relatively easy to extend the analysis by adapting existing structural break tests to

the di¤erent environment considered here. Once we accept the idea that in unstable environments

it may be unrealistic to assume that there exists a globally best model, however, the very premise

for model selection based on predictive ability testing seems to come into question. One may for
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example argue that forecast combination, possibly with time-varying weights, is a more natural

approach for dealing with instability and uncertainty about the existence of a best model (see

the chapter by Allan Timmermann in this volume). Regardless of whether one considers forecast

selection or forecast combination, however, one unresolved issue and interesting topic for future

research is how to predict the best performing model or the combination weights for a future date

of interest, a particularly challenging task in the presence of model uncertainty and structural

instability.
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Table 15.1. Asymptotic critical values

for the Fluctuation test (k�)

Two-sided test One-sided test

� �

� (' m=P ) 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10

.1 3.393 3.170 3.176 2.928

.2 3.179 2.948 2.938 2.676

.3 3.012 2.766 2.770 2.482

.4 2.890 2.626 2.624 2.334

.5 2.779 2.500 2.475 2.168

.6 2.634 2.356 2.352 2.030

.7 2.560 2.252 2.248 1.904

.8 2.433 2.130 2.080 1.740

.9 2.248 1.950 1.975 1.600
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